
Data refers to machine as standard set-up. Options  may have reflects  on weights and dimensions. 
The technical data in this catalogue may be altered without prior notice.

OPTIONS

Customized setting hydraulic motor Attachment plate with self levelling device

Customized attachment bracket with pins Possibillity to have the rotor equipped with PML hammers or Y-flails

Not supplied with hoses Case drain required

MODEL PMM/EX 100 PMM/EX 125 PMM/EX 150

Flow rate (gal/min) 22-41 22-41 22-41

Pressure (PSI) 2611-5076 2611-5076 2611-5076

Excavator weight (t) 6-13 6-13 6-13

Working width (in) 42 51 61

Weight (lbs) 1156 1333 1511

Rotor diameter (in) 17.3 17.3 17.3

Max shredding diameter (in) 3 3 3

No. hammers type PMM 12 16 18

No. flails type Y/3 12 16 18

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

32/65 cc variable manual displacement hydraulic piston motor Bulkhead for hydraulic connections

Flow control system valve Rear hood with mechanical adjustment

Safety and anticavitation valve Adjustable skids

Enclosed / anti dust machine body Self levelling protection flaps

Motor enclosed in the frame Welded counterblades

Belt transmission Self cleaning rear roller with integrated skids

FORESTRY MULCHERS FOR EXCAVATORS

The PMM/EX is a flail mower used to mulch underbrush, 
grass and bushes. It is equipped with a variable manual 
displacement hydraulic piston motor that can be set to 
the carrier’s hydraulic specifications. The stronger roller 
supports (optional) ensure the best performance and 

maximum reliability on difficult terrain. The flow control 
valve ensures minimal setup of the mulcher without 
adjustments or modifications to the hydraulic system 
of the excavator.

Mulcher with hammer/flail rotor for excavators.

Possibillity to have the rotor 
equipped with PML hammers 
or Y-flail

Attachment plate with self 
levelling device
to adapt to all types of terrain

Customized setting hydraulic 
motor

PMM/EX

6-13 t

Ø 3 in max

22-41 gal/min

MAIN OPTIONS

Enclosed machine body

Steel counter-blades
helps mulch material into 

a smaller final size

Stronger bearings
for the support roller

Self-cleaning support roller

HAMMER PMM
(standard)

FLAIL Y/3
(option)


